Structural Sterols Are Involved in Both the Initiation and Tip Growth of Root Hairs in *Arabidopsis thaliana*  
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Structural sterols are abundant in the plasma membrane of root apex cells in *Arabidopsis thaliana*. They specifically accumulate in trichoblasts during the prebulging and bulge stages and show a polar accumulation in the tip during root hair elongation but are distributed evenly in mature root hairs. Thus, structural sterols may serve as a marker for root hair initiation and growth. In addition, they may predict branching events in mutants with branching root hairs. Structural sterols were detected using the sterol complexing fluorochrome filipin. Application of filipin caused a rapid, concentration-dependent decrease in tip growth. Filipin-complexed sterols accumulated in globular structures that fused to larger FM4-64-positive aggregates in the tip, so-called filipin-induced apical compartments, which were closely associated with the plasma membrane. The plasma membrane appeared malformed and the cytoarchitecture of the tip zone was affected. Trans-Golgi network/early endosomal compartments containing molecular markers, such as small Rab GTPase RabA1d and SNARE Wave line 13 (VTI12), locally accumulated in these filipin-induced apical compartments, while late endosomes, endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondria, plastids, and cytosol were excluded from them. These data suggest that the local distribution and apical accumulation of structural sterols may regulate vesicular trafficking and plasma membrane properties during both initiation and tip growth of root hairs in *Arabidopsis*.

INTRODUCTION

Root hair formation represents one of the best model systems for studying fundamental questions on plant cell polarity, as the axially elongating trichoblasts (root hair–forming epidermal cells) establish a new polarity axis prior to root hair formation. In *Arabidopsis thaliana*, a bulge emerges at a specific site of the outer tangential cell wall of the trichoblast when trichoblast cell elongation is finishing (Dolan et al., 1994; Le et al., 2001). Eventually, this bulge extends laterally and forms a long, tubular root hair. The cytoplasm of an emerging root hair has a distinct polar organization (Bibikova et al., 1997) that is established already during the first steps of bulge formation (Baluška et al., 2000; Grierson and Schiefelbein, 2002). Bulge formation is brought about solely by local cell wall loosening. The cell wall is loosened by a local reduction in the cell wall pH (Bibikova et al., 1998), an increase in the activity of xyloglucan endotransglycosylase (Vissenberg et al., 2001), and the specific expression of expansins 7 and 10 in the trichoblasts (Cho and Cosgrove, 2002). The actin-based tip growth apparatus is established in the outgrowing bulge (Baluška et al., 2000). Cell wall loosening has been reported to be associated with extensive endocytic internalization of degraded cell wall material (Čiamporová et al., 2003). This type of endocytosis resembles the phagocytic internalization of whole *Rhizobia* or so-called infection thread wall degradation vesicles into nodule cells of some legume mutants (reviewed in Baluška et al., 2006). In *Arabidopsis* mutants with weakened cell walls, such as rsw10 (Howles et al., 2006), reb1/rdt1 (Anděme-Önzighi et al., 2002), and prc1 (Singh et al., 2008), the whole outer trichoblast cell wall bulges out. After the actin-based tip growth apparatus is assembled in trichoblasts (Baluška et al., 2000), it starts to drive tip growth (Voigt et al., 2005a). Root hair tip growth depends on signaling molecules, such as stress-induced mitogen-activated protein kinase (Šamaj et al., 2002), as well as on the post-Golgi and endocytotic vesicular trafficking pathways (Ovečka et al., 2005; Šamaj et al., 2005, 2006). These pathways also deliver and recycle some specific cell wall components at the tips of growing root hairs and pollen tubes, such as arabinogalactan proteins and pectins (Šamaj et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2008).

Structural sterols are essential components of the plasma membrane. They are isoprenoid-derived molecules, present as...
free sterols and/or in conjugated forms as steryl esters and steryl glucosides in higher plants (Benveniste, 2005). Free sterols carrying a free 3-β-hydroxyl group, such as sitosterol, stigmasterol, and 24-methylcholesterol, are critical for the functioning of membranes (Hartmann, 2004). Cholesterol is a minor component in plants, and it is present only in certain tissues during discrete developmental stages (Hobbs et al., 1996; Arquvist et al., 2003). In general, the production rate of sterols varies in different cell types. Thus, it is high in proliferating and actively growing tissues, while it declines in mature tissues (Hartmann, 2004). All steps of the biosynthetic pathway of free phytosterols (Benveniste, 1986) as well as the genes responsible for the production of catalyzing enzymes (Bach and Benveniste, 1997) have been described.

Sterols do not only contribute to the structure of the membranes, but they also influence their physical and physiological properties. Sterols interact with proteins and phospholipid acyl chains of the membrane and thus may restrict their motility. In phospholipid bilayers, sterols modify the fluid-like microviscosity and reduce the permeability to small molecules (Mukherjee and Maxfield, 2000). Membrane properties such as composition, width, and (a)symmetry can be changed by certain sterol types (Marson et al., 1996, 1998). In model membranes, the ratio and chemical structure of sterols determine phase separation, positive or negative curvature, and even vesicle pinching off from the sterol-rich phase (Bacia et al., 2005). Phospholipids interact with sterols via van der Waals and hydrophobic forces (Bessoule and Moreau, 2004). The most important form of interaction, however, occurs by the formation of macromolecular microdomains in the extracellular leaflet, the so-called lipid rafts (Simons and Toomre, 2000), that to a large extent determine membrane specificity, signal perception and transduction, selection of exo-endocytic cargo molecules, as well as intracellular trafficking of sterols (Menon, 2002). The asymmetric distribution of sterol-rich microdomains based on their enhanced detergent resistance and enrichment in glycosyolphosphatidylinositol-anchored proteins has been documented also for plant cells (Takos et al., 1997; Peskan et al., 2000).

Genetic studies of the sterol biosynthetic pathway in plants have shown that sterols may regulate and modulate various aspects of plant development (Clouse, 2002). For instance, STEROL METHYL TRANSFERASE (SMT), a multiallelic gene with several known mutations, is responsible for correct bulk sterol biosynthesis in Arabidopsis. Mutation of SMT1 altered sterol composition, with an enhanced level of cholesterol and a reduced level of typical phytosterols, reduced polar auxin transport, mislocalized PIN1 proteins, and caused several defects in polarity (Diener et al., 2000; Schrick et al., 2002; Willemsen et al., 2003). Mutation of SMT2 reduced plant growth and fertility (Scheaffer et al., 2001; Sitbon and Jonsson, 2001). Mutation targeting STEROL C-14 REDUCTASE (mutant called fackel) affects embryo and plant body organization, leading to the dwarf phenotype (Jang et al., 2000; Schrick et al., 2000), and mutation in STEROL C-8,7 ISOMERASE (mutant called hydra1) leads to aberrant morphogenesis with nonregulated cell size and shape (Souter et al., 2002). Thus, genetic manipulation of sterol composition revealed pleiotropic defects, indicating that structural sterols are indispensable for normal membrane integrity, cell growth, and plant development.

Filipin, a polyene antibiotic fluorochrome, serves as a vital probe suitable for in vivo localization of structural sterols in the plasma membrane of animal (Nichols et al., 2001), yeast (Wachtler et al., 2003), and plant (Grebe et al., 2003; Bouté et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2009) cells. High concentrations of filipin and/or prolonged exposure to filipin effectively induce cross-linking of sterols, which in turn interferes with sterol distribution and function. Filipin treatment that induces deformations of sterol-containing membranes was used as an effective approach for sterol depletion in yeast (Kato and Wickner, 2001; Wachtler et al., 2003) and mammalian (Rotheberg et al., 1990; Schnitzer et al., 1994; Shigematsu et al., 2003) cells. Sterol complex formation by cyclic polyene antibiotics like filipin made membranes permeable to ions and small molecules (Kinsky, 1970). In plants, structural changes of the plasma membrane after sterol complexation with filipin were reported using electron microscopy analysis after chemical fixation (Grebe et al., 2003; Bouté et al., 2009) or by freeze-fracture replicas (Moeller and Mudd, 1982).

Besides the receptor-mediated clathrin-dependent endocytosis, sterol-based endocytosis (Grebe et al., 2003; Ovečka and Lichtscheid, 2006) may also be expected to play an important role in the polar tip growth of plant cells. The sterol endocytic pathway has been shown to interfere with internalization, trafficking, and polar recycling of PIN2, an auxin efflux facilitator and polarity marker in developing root epidermal cells of Arabidopsis (Grebe et al., 2003). Sterol-enriched lipid rafts are essential for cellular polarity and proper function of growth apparatus in tip-growing fungal cells (Proszynski et al., 2006; Fischer et al., 2008; Takeshita et al., 2008) and neuronal axons (Guirland et al., 2004; Ibáñez, 2004; Kaniguchi, 2006; Guirland and Zheng, 2007).

Here, we show that local accumulation of structural sterols represents one of the early polarity markers that determine the bulging site in root hair initiating trichoblasts. In addition, structural sterols are reliable markers for the branching points in several mutants of Arabidopsis with multiple root hair tips. The presented data suggest that structural sterols are involved in vesicular recycling and endocytosis and in general also in the tip growth of Arabidopsis root hairs. Thus, structural sterols emerge as important players in the polar growth of tip-growing plant cells.

RESULTS

Root Tips of Arabidopsis and Filipin-Reactive Sterols

Structural sterols form a complex with filipin that can be detected by its fluorescence (Figure 1; Grebe et al., 2003). In growing roots of Arabidopsis, the plasma membrane was stained in all cells, indicating that the membranes were rich in filipin-reactive sterols (see Supplemental Figures 1A and 1B online). Membranes in cells of the meristem, transition zone, elongation zone, and root hair forming zone had a comparable intensity of filipin fluorescence, although, due to the presence of lateral root cap cells, the smaller size of meristem cells, and their relatively large surface, the meristem was stained more brightly (see Supplemental Figures 1A and 1B online). In root hairs, the distribution of filipin-labeled sterols depended on the developmental stage (Figure 1A; see Supplemental Figures 1A and 1B online).
Figure 1. Fluorescence Localization of Sterols in Arabidopsis Root by Filipin.

(A) Fluorescence microscopy. Overview of sterol localization in the root hair formation zone. Distribution and accumulation of filipin-reactive sterols reflect the root hair formation process. Zoomed individual stages of bulge formation (A1), growing root hair (A2), and nongrowing root hair (A3) shown in boxed areas.

(B) to (F2) Nonuniform distribution of sterols in trichoblasts before and during root hair formation (B). In addition to evenly distributed filipin fluorescence in the plasma membrane, filipin-labeled sterols accumulate in small clusters in the basal pole of trichoblasts before bulge formation (B) to (D), lateral view in (D1). In the early stages before bulge formation, they are randomly distributed (C). Filipin-reactive sterols are strongly enriched in the bulge (E), lateral view in (E1) and in the emerging tip of the root hair (F) to (F2). Globular filipin-induced structures enriched in the bulge coaccumulate FM4-64 (E2).

(G) and (H) Accumulation of sterols in growing root hairs. Formation of apical sterol-rich clusters (arrows) after prolonged filipin treatment (G) to (G2). Filipin-sterol complexes are predominantly formed in the apical and subapical zone of the growing root hair (H), single median section in (H1), z-projection in (H2).

(I) Cross section of the basal part of the apex (position marked by line in I) and rotation revealed that filipin-sterol complexes are closely associated with the plasma membrane (I1) and (I2).

(B) to (I) Confocal microscopy; (F) to (H) differential interference contrast (DIC) images; and (G2) confocal-DIC merged image. Bars = 100 μm in (A), 10 μm in (B), and 5 μm in (A1) to (A3) and (C) to (I).
Sterols Are Enriched at the Tips of Growing Root Hairs

At root hair formation (see Supplemental Figure 1 online), the distribution of sterol-rich domains correlated with the ongoing developmental program. A polar accumulation of sterols occurred in the short period of trichoblast development. Higher sterol-specific fluorescence signals were found in the prebulge stage, in root hair bulges, and in the tips of growing root hairs (Figure 1; see Supplemental Figures 1A and 1B online). Filipin-positive sterols accumulated in globular structures located in the trichoblast cell's cortex prior to bulge formation (Figures 1B to 1D1; see Supplemental Movie 1 online). Similar globular structures were also present in the bulges (Figures 1A1, 1E1, and 1E2; see Supplemental Movie 2 online) and growing root hair tips (Figures 1F and 1F2). The plasma membrane was labeled evenly in the trichoblast cell body and in the flanks of the entire root hair (Figures 1A0, 1G1, 1H1 to 1H2, and 1I), but differently sized globular particles with structural sterols accumulated in the tip region (Figures 1A0, 1G to 1G2, and 1H to 1H2). The distribution of these structures correlated with the internal polarity of the cytoplasm, and most of them were found in the very tip and in the subapical region. By contrast, no filipin-positive particles were seen in the cytoplasm of growth-terminating and mature root hairs (Figures 1A and 1A3; see Supplemental Figures 1A and 1B online). There, only the plasma membrane was labeled, but it did not show any gradients or any preferred sterol accumulating domains (Figure 1A0). Thus, the appearance of filipin-positive compartments in the apical cytoplasm of root hairs completely depends on their polar tip growth activity.

Sterol Redistribution and Local Accumulation Occur before Visible Root Hair Formation

In the very early prebulge stage of trichoblast formation, sterols were distributed evenly over the entire plasma membrane (see Supplemental Figures 1A and 1B online; Grebe et al., 2003). Before the emergence of a bulge, however, a striking change in fluorescence distribution occurred. In this early stage of bulge formation, filipin-positive patches were observed at the basal pole of the trichoblasts (Figures 1B and 1C; see Supplemental Figure 2 online). Subsequently, an intensive circular sterol-positive disc arose in the basal end (closer to the root apex) of the trichoblast where the bulge and future root hair would later appear, at the so-called prebulging site (Figures 1B to 1D1; see Supplemental Movie 1 online). Remarkably, the first increase in polar fluorescence appeared before structural signs of bulge formation became visible. Intensive fluorescence remained when the prospective bulge emerged as a morphologically visible structure protruding out of the trichoblast. The distribution of filipin-reactive sterols, which accumulated selectively in the emerging tips, reflected the internal architecture of the bulge (Figures 1A1, 1A1, and 1E1 to 1E2). The intensive fluorescence did not originate from the plasma membrane alone, but mainly from small filipin-positive particles that accumulated abundantly below the plasma membrane of a selected domain in the cortical cytoplasm, within the future site of bulge formation or at the bulge itself (Figures 1D1 and 1E1; see Supplemental Movies 1 and 2 and Supplemental Figure 2B online). These particles are most likely derived from the plasma membrane by endocytosis because filipin can bind only to the outer leaflet of the plasma membrane (Grebe et al., 2003). This is further supported by specific staining of bulges with FM4-64 (Figure 1E2).

A close association of filipin-positive compartments with the tip was evident not only in trichoblasts but also in growing root hairs. Filipin-sterol complexes were predominantly formed in the apical zone of growing root hairs (Figures 1G to 1H2). Staining of the plasma membrane of root hairs by filipin was evident in flank regions (Figures 1A0, 1G1, 1H1, 1H2, and 1I). Clear plasma membrane (but not cell wall) staining occurred also in the tip of root hairs after plasmolysis (see Supplemental Figure 3 online). In addition, fluorescence intensity profiles from optical cross sections of the basal part of the root hair apex showed that filipin-sterol complexes were closely associated with the plasma membrane from the inner side (Figures 1I to 1I1). Thus, we conclude that compartments derived from the plasma membrane that physically interact with the plasma membrane and adjoin internalized endocytic vesicles were stained by filipin as well.

Sterols as Reliable Markers of Branching Points in Multiple Root Hairs

Branching of root hairs in the tip1 mutant starts already at the bulge stage and leads to the formation of double, triple, or quadruple branches. Before branching, bulges have a widened base (Figure 2A) with edges (Figure 2B) that are able to produce individual growing tips (Figure 2C). In the case of double branching, the growth rate of both tips is comparable, mostly producing two hair tubes of equal size (Figure 2D).

Already in the single bulge, filipin-sterol complexes were partitioned into two distinct domains within the apical part (Figure 2E). This dichotomy was even more pronounced when the bulge’s leading edges became clearly established (Figure 2F). Sterol accumulation was strictly tip focused in the two outgrowing hairs (Figure 2G). When even more tips arose from the common bulge, a broad widening of the bulge preceded their radial outgrowth. At this stage, site selection was not specified, future polarity was not yet established, and filipin-sterol complexes decorated the entire plasma membrane (Figure 2H). In double-branched growing root hairs as well as in triple- and multiple-branched hairs, sterols accumulated only in growing tips (Figure 2I). When some of these branches of multiple hairs terminated their tip growth, the localized sterol accumulation disappeared in these branches but remained tip focused in the growing tips (Figure 2J).

Mutation of the HYDRA2 locus interferes with the root hair phenotype, resulting in deviant shapes, bifurcation, and side branch formation (Souter et al., 2002). Sterol accumulation in the growing tip appeared to be unaffected (Figure 2K), but a few discernable domains were recorded along the surface of the flanks in the root hairs of the hydra2 mutant (Figures 2K and 2K1). Close inspection of these branching root hairs revealed that filipin-labeled domains along the lateral surface were selection points for new tips of the future lateral branch (Figures 2L and 2L1). Finally, tips from both primary and branching hairs displayed apical sterol accumulations (Figures 2L and 2L1). Thus,
Figure 2. Sterols in Branching Domains of Multiple Root Hairs.

(A) to (D) Typical branching phenotype of tip1 root hair mutant starting in the early stage of bulge formation. From the preformed edges of the common bulge, more than one growing hair tip is produced.

(E) to (G) Two future outgrowths from the unitary bulge are predicted by filipin-sterol complexes localized in two distinct domains within the apical part of the bulge.

(H) to (J) During the broad widening of the bulge preceding multiple tip formation, filipin-sterol complexes decorated the plasma membrane surrounding the entire broadened region. In multiple root hairs, sterols accumulated in growing tips. In multiple root hairs with growing and nongrowing branches, localized sterol accumulation was a typical feature of only the growing tip but disappeared from the nongrowing one.

(K) Root hair phenotype of the hydra2 mutant showing the formation of side branches on the root hair tube. Sterols accumulate in the main growing tip of the root hair and in some other localized domains marked by filipin along the side surface of the hair tube (area selected in box is enlarged in [K1]).

(L) From filipin-positive preselected domains, new growing tips arise that express typical tip-focused sterol accumulation during tip growth (area selected in box shown in detail in [L1]).

(A) to (D) DIC images and (E) to (L1) fluorescence microscopy. Leading edges of growing root hair tips are indicated by arrows. Bars = 10 μm in (K) and (L) and 5 μm in (A) to (J), (K1), and (L1).
localized accumulation of sterol-rich membrane domains and their enrichment in the cortical cytoplasm is not only a typical feature of growing root hair tips but most probably also plays an active role in the selection process and in the maintenance of the site of future tip growth.

**Dose-Dependent Complexation of Sterols by Filipin Inhibits Root Hair Tip Growth**

Intensive sterol labeling with filipin (Figure 1) interfered with the motility of particles in the tip. We therefore addressed the question of whether high concentrations of filipin or prolonged exposure could induce cross-linking of sterols and thus interfere with their function and distribution. We correlated different concentrations of filipin with the growth rate of root hairs using time-lapse video imaging techniques and characterized root hair tip growth, cytoarchitecture, morphology, and intracellular motility in the tip. For that purpose, we had to make sure that root hairs were not affected by mechanical manipulation during the experiments. Transfer of seedlings from the agar plate to the microscope as well as tiny changes of the medium composition rapidly inhibit tip growth. Therefore, root hairs were grown in microscopic chambers that provided a controlled, stable environment and that allowed the monitoring of development and growth thoroughly in each experiment. This allowed us to measure root hair growth constantly while avoiding any external manipulation. Under these conditions, any response of growing root hairs can be considered as an immediate reaction to the altered state of structural sterols affected by filipin.

Application of filipin caused a rapid decrease in tip growth rate in a concentration-dependent manner (Figures 3A and 3B). The growth rate of control root hairs within a 15-min period of observation was 1.76 (± 0.36 SD) μm·min⁻¹ (Figure 3C). Root hairs grew at similar rates (1.78 [± 0.1 SD] μm·min⁻¹) in the presence of 0.1 μg·mL⁻¹ filipin. Their growth slowed down slightly to 1.48 (± 0.1 SD) μm·min⁻¹ in 1 μg·mL⁻¹ filipin. However, tip growth was dramatically reduced to 0.38 (± 0.14 SD) μm·min⁻¹ and 0.22 (± 0.12 SD) μm·min⁻¹ in 5 and 10 μg·mL⁻¹ filipin, respectively (Figures 3A, 3B, and 3D). Inhibition started very rapidly, already at the time of perfusion (Figure 3B). A strong reduction in growth correlated with those concentrations of filipin that yielded strong fluorescence, suggesting that sterol detection in the tip (Figure 1) was accompanied by the formation of large filipin-sterol complexes. These experiments show that sterols are important factors in the progression of root hair tip growth. When the sterol trafficking and function are compromised by complexation with filipin, tip growth is affected considerably.

**Complexation of Sterols Affects the Motility of Vesicles at the Tip of Growing Root Hairs**

Analysis of root hair growth rate using video recording at high magnification generated valuable data about the shape of the apex, length of the clear zone, and the motility and directional movement of vesicles and globular particles. A reduction of growth correlated with severe changes of the cytoarchitecture in the tip. Both control (Figure 3C) and filipin-treated (0.1 and 1 μg·mL⁻¹) root hairs displayed the typical polar organization. The clear zone within the dome-shaped tip was filled with small vesicles. The clear zone was followed by a region that exhibited streaming. Larger organelles, including the nucleus and vacuole, were excluded from the tip and cytoplasmic streaming followed the classic type of reverse fountain-like streaming (see Supplemental Movie 3 online).

After treatment with 10 μg·mL⁻¹ filipin, tip growth of root hairs stopped almost completely (Figures 3A, 3B, and 3D) and the root hairs exhibited dramatic changes in morphology; motility and tip-directed movement of vesicles were blocked and the very tip was occupied by enlarged dense aggregates. Most of the aggregates were closely associated with the apical plasma membrane (Figure 3D; see Supplemental Figure 4 and Supplemental Movie 4 online). Sterols within the trapped aggregates at the tip were always strongly labeled by filipin (Figures 1A2 and 1G to 1H2). This indicates a correlation with severe changes in the cytoarchitecture of the tip and a massive reduction of tip growth after modification of available sterols.

**Complexation of Sterols Affects the Motility of Vesicles at the Tip of Growing Root Hairs**

Vesicles in the tip of growing root hairs are too small to be discerned by a conventional light microscope. Therefore the vesicle-rich apical zone was termed the clear zone (Campanoni and Blatt, 2007). In this study, we used video microscopy in combination with contrast enhancement by computer processing to visualize small vesicles in root hairs. We could observe their trajectories, as well as the lengths and directions of their movements. In control conditions, the motility of organelles differed in the apical and subapical zone of the root hair. In the tube, larger and smaller organelles moved fast and were directed along the axis of the tube for nanometer- or micrometer-long distances, interrupted by pauses of irregular length. Although each organelle had its individual pattern of direction and velocity, they together appeared to move in a coordinated fashion (see Supplemental Movie 3 online). This was not the case in the clear zone. The small vesicles here vacillated quickly in an irregular and uncoordinated, but active fashion similar to Brownian motion. Occasionally, particles could embark directly from Brownian to directed movement. However, single vesicles then followed long trajectories that were seldom straight but mostly curved and bent, interrupted by pauses between shorter or longer distances (see Supplemental Figures 4A and 4B and Supplemental Movie 3 online).

Filipin had a considerable effect on the movement of vesicular organelles. In the clear zone, together with rapid reduction of the tip growth rate (Figure 3B), particles slowed down soon after treatment and displayed only a Brownian type of movement. Finally, they became immobilized at the plasma membrane (see Supplemental Figures 4C to 4E and Supplemental Movies 4 and 5 online). After the clear zone was lost, the tip was invaded by reticulated vacuoles. In the subapical region, fast and straight long distance movement disappeared; particles moved for shorter distances and made longer breaks (see Supplemental Movies 4 and 5 online). Organelles in the tube were more protected to maintain their directed movement. However, when
particles progressed into the modified tip, they soon stopped moving (Figure 3D; see Supplemental Figures 4C to 4E and Supplemental Movies 4 and 5 online). Despite these dramatic changes in vesicle and organelle dynamics in the growing root hairs, organelle movement was unaffected in mature root hairs (see Supplemental Movie 6 online), atrichoblasts (see Supplemental Movie 7 online), and cortex cells (see Supplemental Movie 8 online). Clearly, the high sensitivity of the tip-growing domains in root hairs to agents such as filipin is reflected in a perturbation of the intracellular vesicular motion.

Filipin Inhibits Endocytic Internalization of Sterols from the Plasma Membrane

After filipin treatment, particles with strong fluorescence appeared in the cortical cytoplasm of the tips of growing root hairs. Despite these dramatic changes in vesicle and organelle dynamics in the growing root hairs, organelle movement was unaffected in mature root hairs (see Supplemental Movie 6 online), atrichoblasts (see Supplemental Movie 7 online), and cortex cells (see Supplemental Movie 8 online). Clearly, the high sensitivity of the tip-growing domains in root hairs to agents such as filipin is reflected in a perturbation of the intracellular vesicular motion.

Filipin Inhibits Endocytic Internalization of Sterols from the Plasma Membrane

After filipin treatment, particles with strong fluorescence appeared in the cortical cytoplasm of the tips of growing root hairs. To address the question of their origin, we applied the styryl dye FM4-64. In control root hairs, rapid endocytosis of FM4-64 was detected mainly in the tip, where it caused a bright fluorescence signal within the clear zone. The internalized dye labeled highly dynamic vesicles and putative early endosomes. Putative early endosomes moved both in the apical and subapical region of the root hair (Figures 4A and 4B). Slowly moving large endosome-like compartments (the putative late endosomes) up to 60 min and finally the tonoplast within 2 h of treatment were labeled later on (Ovecˇka et al., 2005).

Growing root hairs (Figure 4A) were pretreated with 10 \( \mu \)g·mL\(^{-1}\) filipin, which induced sterol labeling and complexation (Figures 4C and 4E), and were then labeled with FM4-64. Surprisingly, FM4-64 entered the root hair very rapidly at the tip and remained there trapped in fused particles and larger aggregates closely associated with the plasma membrane in the apex and lateral subapical flanks (Figure 4D). FM4-64 labels these filipin-positive compartments in the tip so rapidly because they are still physically connected with the plasma membrane. In nongrowing root hairs (Figure 4F), only the plasma membrane was labeled by filipin (Figure 1A). No detectable uptake of sterols and no FM-positive particles could be seen inside of nongrowing root hairs (Figure 4G). As fused membrane-associated particles and larger aggregates were typical of filipin-sterol complexation (Figures 1A, 1G to 1I, 3D, and 4E; see Supplemental Figure 4E online) and internalized FM4-64 in root hairs labels early endocytic
compartments (Figure 4B; Ovecˇka et al., 2005), coaccumulation of sterol-positive (Figures 1G to 1G2 and 4E) and FM-positive (Figure 4D) compartments indicates that sterols within the apical compartments of root hair tips accumulate either by endocytosis or by dynamic vesicular recycling at the tip.

Simultaneous treatment of growing root hairs with filipin and FM4-64 resulted in the accumulation of both probes: the clustered, filipin-labeled particles in the tip (Figure 5A) were also FM4-64 positive (Figure 5B). Time-lapse observations of the probe uptake showed a concurrent increase of sterol- (Figure 5C) and FM-positive pools (Figure 5D) in apical compartments. The morphology and intracellular redistribution of the early endocytic-vesicular recycling compartments seemed to be primarily affected. Furthermore, the treatment revealed an inhibition of both filipin-sterol and FM4-64 uptake in the developing bulge. Filipin-positive sterols accumulated with great accuracy in the cortical cytoplasm of the bulging domain only (Figure 1E2). These domains also accumulated FM4-64 (Figure 1E2). However, filipin caused early endocytic compartments to anchor at the plasma membrane in the bulge and hindered their further redistribution, indicating that internalization by endocytosis was inhibited. The cessation of root hair tip growth at higher filipin concentration (Figure 3A) may reflect irreversible toxic effects of this drug. However, based on a continuation of reduced uptake of both probes (Figures 5C and 5D), we rather propose that filipin exerts a specific effect on sterols accumulated in the apical plasma membrane.

Complexation of Sterols Causes Structural Malformations of the Plasma Membrane

We used cryo field emission scanning electron microscopy of frozen, fully hydrated, and freeze-fractured samples for a detailed, three-dimensional examination of the cell membranes. The plasma membrane of root cells in the meristem was smooth and well stretched (Figures 6A and 6B). Only some regular longitudinal protuberances arranged in parallel to each other were recognized, and they represent imprints of the cellulose microfibrils of the cell wall inner face (Figure 6B). Application of 10 μg·mL⁻¹ filipin caused no change in the structure of the tonoplast and other membranous organelles in the cytoplasm. The structure of the plasma membrane, however, was altered due to the formation of filipin-sterol complexes. We observed particles of 60 to 70 nm in diameter (in the fully hydrated state), which were regularly distributed on the cell surface. They were detected on the cell wall-plasma

Figure 4. Pattern of Endocytosis after Complexation of Sterols.

(A) In control growing root hairs, the tip is filled with cytoplasm and fast-moving vesicles.
(B) Rapid uptake of FM4-64–labeled plasma membrane occurs in growing root hairs in control conditions. Plasma membrane, vesicles in the clear zone, and putative early endosomes in the tip and subapical region are brightly stained.
(C) The pattern of organization in the tip changes after filipin treatment. Cytoplasm is still present in the tip, but large immobilized globular particles appear.
(D) Complexation of sterols with filipin altered the pattern of endocytosis in the tip. FM4-64 was added to a root hair pretreated with filipin for 15 min (shown in [C]). Sterol-containing immobilized particles in the tip coaccumulated with the endocytosis marker FM4-64.
(E) Typical staining pattern after sterol complexation with filipin, when immobilized globular particles and large membrane-associated compartments are strongly filipin positive.
(F) and (G) In nongrowing root hairs, only the plasma membrane was labeled by FM4-64 after filipin treatment. Bright-field ([A], [C], and [F]), fluorescence ([E], and confocal ([B], [D], and [G]) microscopy images. Bars = 5 μm in (A) to (G).
Figure 5. Endocytosis and Further Trafficking of Endocytic Compartments after Sterol Complexation.

(A) and (B) A root hair treated with filipin for 30 min contains large accumulated clusters in the apical part. All these clusters are FM4-64 positive; the dye was applied 10 min after filipin treatment. (C) Filipin-positive clusters in the tip increase constantly (5 and 15 min after filipin application). (D) Sequential treatment of a growing root hair with 10 μg·mL⁻¹ filipin for 10 min followed by 4 μM FM4-64. Time-lapse observation of the uptake reveals time-dependent increase of FM4-64 content inside enlarging clusters in the tip of root hairs. DIC (A), fluorescence (C), confocal (B), and confocal-DIC merged images (D). Bar = 5 μm.

Distribution and Motility of Late Endosomal Compartments after Sterol Complexation

Complexation of sterols affected the motility of vesicles and other particles in the clear zone and in the subapical domain of the cytoplasm (Figure 3D; see Supplemental Figure 4 online). Thus, for visualization of the distribution and movement of endosomes, we used transgenic Arabidopsis lines stably expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP)-tagged late endosomal protein reporters, such as RabF2a and double FYVE. RabF2a-positive endosomes moved actively in the apical and subapical regions of growing root hairs, although they did not frequently invade the apical dome (Figure 7A1; see Supplemental Movie 9 online). Immediately after complexation of sterols, the movement of RabF2a-GFP-tagged endosomes was reduced considerably and continued only in a restricted area (Figure 7A2; see Supplemental Movie 10 online). After filipin treatment, however, RabF2a-positive late endosomes were not found in the area where filipin-positive apical compartments had formed (Figure 7A3).

In control conditions, the late endosomal compartments visualized by the double FYVE-GFP construct occurred mostly in the subapical region and in the cytoplasm-containing part of the root hair (Figure 7B; see Supplemental Movie 11 online). Treatment with 10 μg·mL⁻¹ of filipin induced the formation of filipin-positive apical compartments, but the general distribution of endosomal compartments as visualized with the double FYVE-GFP construct was not dramatically changed. They were mostly found in subapical and organelle-containing zones, but not in the extreme apex, where filipin-positive apical compartments were formed (Figures 7B1 and 7B2). Movement of FYVE-positive endosomes in the subapical region, however, was altered after complexation of sterols. FYVE-positive endosomes near to larger organelles such as round vacuoles showed a reduced mobility. Nevertheless, some movement of individual FYVE-positive compartments still occurred between the vacuole and the tip, as long as the compartments remained at some distance from the apical domain (Figure 7C). As they arrived at the apex and touched the clusters with complexed sterols, they became immobile (Figure 7C; see Supplemental Movie 12 online). These results indicate that complexation of sterols may affect normal membrane/vesicle exchange toward the late endosomes. However, these late endosomal compartments are not involved in the formation of filipin-positive apical complexes after filipin treatment.

Altered Motility of Late Endosomes Is Not the Primary Cause of Tip Growth Inhibition

To determine whether growth inhibition of root hairs results from the reduced motility of the late endosomal compartments caused by filipin treatment, we studied growth recovery after washing out the filipin. After treatment with different concentrations of filipin with specific dose-dependent effects, we washed root hairs with fresh medium without filipin. As both concentration and duration of the treatment are critical, we determined the intracellular motility in root hairs treated with filipin for 25 min. Using a low filipin concentration, neither tip growth (Figures 3A and 3B) nor cytoplasmic motility was altered. Recovery after treatment with 1 μg·mL⁻¹ filipin followed by washing revealed a normal architecture and distribution of the FYVE-GFP compartments (Figure 8A). Also, vesicle motility in the clear zone and spreading of FYVE-positive endosomes in the apex and subapex of the root hair was normal (see Supplemental Movie 13 online). Similar observations were made after washing the root hairs pretreated with 3 μg·mL⁻¹ filipin (Figure 8B). Both cytoplasmic streaming and...
motility of FYVE-positive endosomes recovered completely. However, after this treatment (3 μg·mL⁻¹), the apical zone of the plasma membrane remained more brightly stained (Figure 8B; see Supplemental Movie 14 online). Although movement of FYVE-positive endosomes as well as cytoplasmic streaming in general was altered considerably in root hairs treated with 10 μg·mL⁻¹ filipin (Figures 7B 1 to 7C; see Supplemental Movies 5 and 12 online), washing out of filipin restored both cytoplasmic streaming and the fast movement of the FYVE-GFP compartments (Figure 8C; see Supplemental Movie 15 online). Apical filipin-positive compartments, which developed during the filipin treatment, persisted after washing. After direct physical contact with these compartments, FYVE-GFP–labeled endosomes were fixed there (arrows in Figure 8C). The rest of the FYVE-specific endosomes, however, remained motile (Figure 8C; see Supplemental Movie 15 online). These data indicate that although filipin reduces movement of the late endosomal compartments in a concentration-dependent manner, this is not the prime reason for the tip growth inhibition. The irreversible inhibition of root hair tip growth by high concentrations of filipin is likely to reflect some toxic effect of this inhibitor. Large artificial complexes formed at the tips of root hairs after filipin treatment may affect membrane functionality but not cell viability. This is evidenced by normal cytoplasmic streaming after washing out of filipin (Figure 8; see Supplemental Movies 13 to 15 online) and by plasmolysis of the filipin-stained root hairs (see Supplemental Figure 3 online). Dead protoplasts or protoplasts with considerable damage to the integrity of the plasma membrane would not plasmolyse.

**Nature of Filipin-Induced Apical Compartments**

Apparently, the tip growth of root hairs treated with higher concentrations of filipin cannot be restored due to the formation of artificial sterol-rich compartments at the tip. To reveal the underlying effect of filipin on the physiological and mechanical properties of the root hair tip, we determined the distribution of different organelle markers after filipin treatment. Cytosolic GFP occupied the entire internal volume of the apex in growing root hairs.
Figure 7. Motility of Late Endosomal Compartments after Filipin Treatment.

(A1) and (A2) Endosomes visualized by RabF2a-GFP. Endosomes moved actively in the apex and subapical region of growing root hairs (A1). Filipin treatment for 15 min reduced movement of RabF2a-positive endosomes to Brownian motion only (arrowheads in [A2]). Only a few individual endosomes continued to move in a restricted area and over short distances (arrow in [A2]). Summary maximal projections from 15 serial confocal sections in fixed Z-position without averaging.

(B) Effect of filipin on the distribution of endosomal compartments visualized by the double FYVE-GFP construct. Endosomes are distributed mostly in the subapical region and in the cytoplasm-containing part of the root hair in control conditions (B). Distribution is not dramatically changed by filipin treatment (10 μg·mL⁻¹ filipin for 25 min). These compartments are not involved in the formation of filipin-positive apical complexes as documented in single a median section (B1) and in whole z-projections (B2).

(C) Confocal microscopy. Motility of endosomes visualized by the double FYVE-GFP construct after filipin treatment. Time-lapse imaging shows movement of FYVE-positive endosomes after complexation of sterols with filipin. Endosomes in the vicinity of the larger round vacuole reduced their movements (arrowheads). Endosomes arrived at the apical domain close to the region of clustered sterols became completely immobilized (arrows). Time is indicated in seconds.

Representative still image from Supplemental Movie 3 (DIC image in [A1]), Supplemental Movie 9 (GFP image in A1), Supplemental Movie 4 (DIC image in [A2]), Supplemental Movie 10 (GFP image in [A2]), Supplemental Movie 11 (GFP image in [B]), and sequence of images from Supplemental Movie 12 online (C). Bars = 5 μm in (A) to (C).
hairs because of their abundance in the cytosol. Only organelles and other membranous compartments could be identified as spots that did not fluoresce in a cytoplasmic GFP background (Figure 9A). Treatment with 10 μg·mL⁻¹ filipin induced the formation of filipin-positive apical compartments that were strictly separated from the cytosolic GFP (Figure 9A). This finding indicates the membranous but not cytosolic nature of filipin-positive apical compartments.

GFP fused to the HDEL-endoplasmic reticulum (ER) retention sequence was used to visualize dynamic ER profiles in growing root hairs. ER was absent from the vesicle-rich apical dome but was distributed throughout the apical and subapical zones (Figure 9B). In addition to apical filipin-positive compartments, filipin treatment (10 μg·mL⁻¹) also induced the appearance of stress ER bodies in the subapical zone of root hairs. Importantly, filipin-positive apical compartments were negative for the HDEL ER retention sequence GFP marker (Figure 9B). Thus, we can conclude that the ER was not involved in the formation of filipin-positive compartments.

Mitochondria expressing the F₁-ATPase γ-subunit-GFP moved actively within the entire root hair, including the subapex, but only rarely invaded the apical clear zone (Figure 9C). Although after filipin treatment (10 μg·mL⁻¹) mitochondria were found much closer to the extreme root hair apex, they were absent from the filipin-positive apical compartments (Figure 9C).

Using GFP targeted to plastid-localized ADP-sugar pyrophosphatase, we observed the expected results. The plastids were not found in the apex of growing root hairs under control conditions (Figure 9D). Root hairs treated with 10 μg·mL⁻¹ filipin showed the typical effects on organelle distribution. However, plastids were not involved in the formation of the filipin-positive apical compartments (Figure 9D).

Together, these data showed no colocalization of cytosolic, ER, mitochondrial, and plastidial markers with filipin-induced apical compartments. These appear to be formed independently of cellular organelles compartments that are largely excluded from the clear zone and not directly involved in vesicular recycling/endocytosis and regulation of root hair tip growth.

**Formation of Filipin-Induced Apical Compartments Depends on Trans-Golgi Network/Early Endosomal Compartments**

The large apical compartments induced by filipin treatment in the root hair tips represent a mechanical barrier that prevents the continuation of regulated tip growth. To determine which cellular

---

**Figure 8.** Motility of Endosomes Visualized by the Double FYVE-GFP Construct after Recovery from Filipin Treatment.

Root hairs treated with different concentrations of filipin for 25 min and washed out with fresh medium. Both cytoplasmic streaming and endosomal motility were completely recovered in root hairs pretreated with 1 μg·mL⁻¹ filipin (A) and 3 μg·mL⁻¹ filipin (B). The motility of endosomal compartments visualized by the double FYVE-GFP construct was also recovered in root hairs pretreated with 10 μg·mL⁻¹ filipin (C), but FYVE compartments in close contact with filipin-positive apical compartments (arrow in [C]) remained immobilized after recovery. Note the stable pattern of filipin staining after washing. DIC (top row) and single confocal planes (rows 2 to 4). Row 5 in each panel: representative image of GFP-DIC merged image from Supplemental Movies 13 (A), 14 (B), and 15 (C) online. Bar = 5 μm.
constituents participate in the formation of these compartments, the endomembrane/vesicular compartments indispensable for tip growth should be identified. Therefore, we tested the behavior of the trans-Golgi network (TGN) marker Wave line 13 (VTI12) fused with yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) and RabA1d, a member of the RabA subfamily of small Rab GTPases, fused with GFP. The fluorescence signal of the GFP-RabA1d-expressing line was highly concentrated in the vesicle-rich apical dome of growing root hairs (Figure 10A), suggesting that RabA1d is a reliable marker for secretory/recycling vesicles in the clear zone. The pattern of the GFP-RabA1d distribution closely followed the pattern of FM4-64 staining in control root hairs, and not surprisingly, these two markers highly colocalized not only in the tip’s clear zone but also in early endosomal/TGN compartments throughout the hair tube (Figure 10A). Another TGN marker, VTI12-YFP, decorated dot-like structures moving in the apical and subapical zones, and in the rest of growing root hairs, albeit with less apparent accumulation in the clear zone compared with GFP-RabA1d (Figure 11). After formation of filipin-positive apical compartments due to treatment with 10 \( \mu \text{g·mL}^{-1} \) filipin, both these early endosomal/TGN molecular markers colocalized with the filipin-specific signal in the tip. Thus, both GFP-RabA1d and VTI12-YFP coaccumulated with filipin in the plasma membrane and in apical compartments closely associated with the inner

---

**Figure 9.** Distribution of the Cytosol and Organelle Markers after Filipin Treatment.

(A) Cytosolic GFP expression marks the entire volume of the cytosol in growing root hairs with the exception of membranous compartments and organelles in control conditions. Filipin-positive apical compartments formed after a 25-min treatment with 10 \( \mu \text{g·mL}^{-1} \) filipin are GFP negative and are separated from the cytosol.

(B) The ER-GFP construct labels dynamic ER profiles distributed throughout the root hair, with the exception of the apical dome in control conditions. A 25-min treatment with 10 \( \mu \text{g·mL}^{-1} \) filipin leads to the formation of apical compartments that are negative for the ER marker.

(C) The mitochondrial GFP construct labels mitochondria actively moving in the whole root hair but only rarely in the extreme apex in control conditions. A 25-min treatment with 10 \( \mu \text{g·mL}^{-1} \) filipin results in the movement of mitochondria into the apex but not into filipin-positive apical compartments.

(D) GFP expression in plastids shows these large organelles far from the extreme apex in control conditions. A 25-min treatment with 10 \( \mu \text{g·mL}^{-1} \) filipin revealed that plastids do not participate in the formation of filipin-positive apical compartments. DIC image (top row in each panel), single confocal planes (rows 2 and 3 in each panel), and confocal-DIC or filipin-GFP merged images (last row in each panel). Bar = 5 \( \mu \text{m} \).
These data that demonstrate the localization of two independent TGN/early endosomal markers in growing root hairs together with their accumulation in the filipin-positive apical compartments provide a direct link between the effects of filipin and endocytic membrane trafficking and recycling at the growing tip. Moreover, these results clarify why these filipin-positive compartments are formed only at the tip of growing root hairs, where membrane trafficking activity is the highest.

DISCUSSION

Root hair growth is an example of highly polarized tip growth that is also characteristic of pollen tubes in plants. Fungal hyphae and neuronal growth cones and spines also show this mode of polarized cell growth (Guirland et al., 2004; Kamiguchi, 2006; Araujo-Bazán et al., 2008; Higuchi et al., 2009). Recently, endocytic recycling and structural sterols have emerged as pivotal players in the establishment and maintenance of polarity (de Graaf et al., 2005; Ovečka et al., 2005; Voigt et al., 2005b; Araujo-Bazán et al., 2008; Higuchi et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009). This is a rather surprising twist in our understanding of eukaryotic cell polarity because vesicles of the TGN, which fill up the tip growing cell domain, represent both secretory vesicles and also endocytic recycling vesicles (for review, see Šamaj et al., 2006). Previous studies characterized tip-localized secretory and endosomal vesicles in root hairs (Sherrier and VandenBosch, 1994; Preuss et al., 2004, 2006; Ovečka et al., 2005; Voigt et al., 2005b),

Figure 10. Effect of Filipin Treatment on the Distribution of GFP-RabA1d.

(A) GFP-RabA1d strictly accumulated in the apical dome of the growing root hair and completely colocalized with FM4-64 in control conditions. A 25-min treatment with 10 μg·mL⁻¹ filipin led to the formation of filipin-positive apical compartments that colocalized with the GFP-RabA1d signal. This is documented in a single median section view (B), in a whole z-projection view (B₁), and in a rotated image of a transversal section of the subapical zone (B₂). DIC image (top row in [A], [B], and [B₁]), single confocal planes (rows 2 and 3 in each panel), and confocal-DIC (last row in left panel in [A]), confocal GFP-FM4-64 (last row in right panel in [A]), and confocal filipin-GFP (last row in [B] to [B₂]) merged images. Bar = 5 μm.
polarly localized structural sterol domains as leading players in the establishment of polarity cues and landmarks that subsequently attract downstream polarity determinants (for plants, see Lindsey et al., 2003). Structural sterol-rich domains, so-called detergent-resistant membrane microdomains (DRMs) or lipid rafts, were found to be upstream of all known polarity landmarks, including the exocyst components in fungal tip-growing cells (Takeshita et al., 2008). They assemble into distinct domains that recruit diverse polarity-determining molecules as well as spatially organize endocytosis and endocytic recycling in a manner that allows the generation of a highly polarized tip-growing domain (Wachtler et al., 2003; Martin and Konopka, 2004; Takeda and Chang, 2005; Wachtler and Balasubramanian, 2006; Alvarez et al., 2007; Fischer et al., 2008; Takeshita et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009). These findings prompted us to study a possible role for structural sterol-rich domains in Arabidopsis root hairs. Our data reveal that filipin-labeled structural sterols represent one of the early prebulge markers at the future root hair site. Other markers include locally occurring events, such as cell wall thinning and bulging out of the weakened cell wall (Číamporová et al., 2003; Ovečka et al., 2005), lowering of the cell wall pH (Bibikova et al., 1998), accumulation of cell wall proteins, including xyloglucan endotransglycosylase (Vissenberg et al., 2001), expansins (Baluška et al., 2000; Cho and Cosgrove, 2002), and arabinogalactan proteins (Šamaj et al., 1999), accumulation of ROP-type GTPases ROP2 and ROP6 (Molendijk et al., 2001; Jones et al., 2002; Sorek et al., 2007), and accumulation of NADPH oxidase AtbhoC/RHD2 (Arabidopsis thaliana) respiratory burst oxidase homolog C/ROOT HAIR DEFECTIVE2; Foreman et al., 2003; Takeda et al., 2008).

To study the distribution and trafficking of sterols, we used fluorescent labeling with filipin, a polyene steroid binding probe used for the fluorescent detection of plant 3-β-hydroxy sterols. Close interactions between structural sterol-enriched domains, vesicular recycling, and endocytosis were reported for plant (Grebe et al., 2003; Boutté et al., 2009), fungal (Valdez-Taubas and Pelham, 2003; Alvarez et al., 2007; Fischer et al., 2008; Takeshita et al., 2008), and algal (Klima and Foissner, 2008) cells. In fact, sterol-enriched domains do not only serve as endocytic platforms, but they are also recycled together with endocytic vesicles (Grebe et al., 2003). Here, we show that complexation of structural sterols with filipin in the highly polar root hairs affects the distributions, motilities, and structures of TGN and other types of early endosomes, which in turn leads to rapid cessation of tip growth. Similar effects can also be deduced from root hair phenotypes of several Arabidopsis mutants with disrupted biosynthesis and composition of structural sterols (Jang et al., 2000; Schrick et al., 2000, 2002, 2004; Souter et al., 2002; Posé et al., 2009). Furthermore, our data suggest a novel role of structural sterols during the establishment of polarity cues in plants and in root hair tip growth. Thus, local enrichment of structural sterols reactive to filipin serves as a reliable and predictive polarity marker for the root hair outgrowth site in the prebulge stage, as well as for branching points in Arabidopsis mutant tip1, which has disturbed tip growth, and hydra2, which has changed homeostasis of structural sterols. This polar pattern of sterol distribution corresponds well with the developmental program of membrane polarization in other systems like Candida albicans, where it occurs during hyphal morphogenesis (Martin and Konopka, 2004). In C. albicans, before hyphal outgrowth, cells showed an intense filipin labeling at the presumptive site of germ tube formation, while during the subsequent hyphal tip growth, staining was detected at the tip. Additionally, sterol accumulation pattern correlates only with sites of active cell growth in ectopically growing tips of branched yeast cells and also in mating projections (Wachtler et al., 2003). In plants, localization of the small GTPase ROP6 to DRMs/lipid rafts has been reported recently to be essential for the polarity signaling by this signaling protein (Sorek et al., 2010). S-acetylation of ROP6 prevented its localization to DRMs/lipid rafts and caused loss of the ROS gradient and cell polarity as well as inhibition of apical endocytosis in root hairs of Arabidopsis (Sorek et al., 2010).

Our data show that polarly localized structural sterol domains may function as a platform for organizing vesicular recycling and endocytosis in tip-growing root hairs. Supporting evidence for...
such a role is provided by sterol accumulation in plant endomembrane systems, where these sterols preferentially colocalize with TGN/early endosomal markers (KNOLLE, ARF1, and RabA2a) in Arabidopsis root cells (Boutté et al., 2009). In addition, altered sterol composition in the cpl1-1 mutant of Arabidopsis causes defects in clathrin-dependent endocytosis (Men et al., 2008; Boutté et al., 2009). As sterol complexation by cyclic polyelectrolytes like filipin may cause membranes to become permeable to ions and small molecules (Kinsky 1970), the resulting sequesteration of sterols and serious defects in the plasma membrane should not be ignored. Inhibition of caveolae-mediated endocytosis in mammalian cells after filipin-induced caveolae disruption (Rothberg et al., 1990; Schnitzer et al., 1994) may support this scenario. Thus, the irreversible inhibition of root hair tip growth by high concentrations of filipin should be interpreted with caution and may rather reflect some toxic effects of this inhibitor, in this case affecting more processes than its function in organizing plasma membrane endocytosis. Nevertheless, concentration-dependent responses to filipin reported here, like growth rates of root hairs, motility of organelles, and complexation of particles solely in the tip of the root hairs, seem to reveal the specificity and physiological relevance of the filipin treatment in these tip-growing cells. Our data document that the formation of filipin-induced apical compartments by sequestration of sterols at the plasma membrane represent a serious mechanical and physiological barrier for tip growth continuation. This is caused by the fast and specific reaction of filipin with sterols specifically enriched in the growing root hair tip. As plasma membrane DRMs are enriched with not only structural sterols but also numerous protein kinases (Mongrand et al., 2004; Borner et al., 2005; Morel et al., 2006; Lefebvre et al., 2007; Minami et al., 2009) and likely with other signaling proteins such as small GTases (Sorek et al., 2010), they might serve as subcellular signaling platforms. Future studies might reveal whether DRMs enriched with structural sterols maintain their putative signaling properties during vesicle trafficking and endocytic recycling.

METHODS

Plant Material and Cultivation

Seeds of Arabidopsis thaliana were surface sterilized and placed on Murashige and Skoog medium supplemented with vitamins, 1% sucrose, and 0.4% Phytagel (Sigma-Aldrich), and pH was adjusted to 5.8. Seeds were cold sterilized at 4°C for 48 h in Petri dishes and then grown at 22 to 24°C under continuous light. Seedlings 1 to 2 d after germination were transferred to microscope slides that were modified into thin chambers using cover slips according to Ovečka et al. (2005). Chambers were filled with the same medium without Phytagel (liquid medium) and placed in sterile glass cuvettes containing the liquid medium at a level that reached the open lower edge of the chambers. This allows the free exchange of medium between chambers and the cuvette. Seedlings were grown in vertical position under continuous light for 12 to 24 h. During this period, the seedlings stabilized in chambers and the cuvette. Seedlings were grown in vertical position under continuous light for 12 to 24 h. During this period, the seedlings stabilized in chambers and the cuvette. Seedlings were grown in vertical position under continuous light for 12 to 24 h. During this period, the seedlings stabilized in chambers and the cuvette.

Cloning of the 3SS:GFP:RabA1d Construct and Stable Plant Transformation

The coding sequence of RabA1d was PCR amplified from Arabidopsis Columbia-0 ecotype cDNA using the following primers: forward, 5’-GGG-TAT-GAT-ACC-GGT-TTA-3’; reverse, 5’-GGG-GAT-TCT-TAG-GAT-ACA-GAT-3’. BamH1 restriction sites (in bold) were used to ligate the coding sequence into the pCAT-GFP vector. The resulting 3SS: GFP-RabA1d expression cassette was excised by HindIII and ligated into the binary vector pCB302 (Xiang et al., 1999). The construct was used to transform competent Agrobacterium tumefaciens GV3101 strain cells. Arabidopsis plants of the ecotype Columbia-0 were transformed by the A. tumefaciens–mediated floral dip method according to Clough and Bent (1998).

Treatments and Data Acquisition

Only seedlings with young root hairs growing at average growth rates were selected. For this aim, plants stabilized in chambers filled with control culture medium were transferred to the microscope. A selected root hair was positioned on the screen of the computer attached to the videorecorder and the microscope at time 0 and recorded for the measurement of root hair growth rate for 15 min without any mechanical perturbation. Subsequently, the chamber was gently and slowly perfused with culture medium for 10 min directly on the microscope stage. Since the volume of the chambers was ~50 μL, we used double the amount of solution (100 μL), which guaranteed a complete replacement of solutions. The speed of perfusion was 10 μL·min⁻¹. The morphology and shape of the root hair apex were checked every 5 min during the perfusion. This was used also for repositioning of the root hair tip before further recording. After perfusion, the tip growth of the same root hair was measured during an additional 15 min. This ensured that no artifacts in the morphology and tip growth of root hairs were induced by the medium exchange. Only those root hairs that showed normal average speed of tip growth were used for further experiments. Therefore, the chamber was perfused with culture medium containing drugs of interest. After perfusion, tip growth of the same root hair was recorded for 15 min. Data presented were repeated in 3 to 12 independent experiments and processed using Microsoft Excel software.

Within each period of observation (15 min), root hairs were recorded every 5 min for short 5-s slots. This short recording time was chosen to prevent harmful effects of the intense microscope illumination at high magnification. Measurements of root hair elongation were made directly from the monitor screen using the play back function of the video recorder. The position of the tip was marked at the start of the 15-min period, and new positions of the tip were marked every 5 min from time-lapse images. When the hair grew out of the field of view of the camera, the hair apex was repositioned during the recording time.
Sterols were localized by filipin III (Sigma-Aldrich), a polyene antibiotic fluorochrome for plant 3β-hydroxysterols (Grebe et al., 2003). Working solutions of filipin in the culture medium (0.1 to 10 μg·mL⁻¹) were made from a stock solution of 25 mg·mL⁻¹ in DMSO (final concentration of DMSO in working solution was 0.04% or lower). Most of the data presented were produced with 10 μg·mL⁻¹ filipin, which provided sufficiently strong fluorescence. Chemicals were applied by the perfusion method described above.

Filipin and FM4-64 Double Labeling

The styryl dye FM 4-64 (N-(3-triethylammoniumpropyl)-4-(8-(4-(diethylamino)phenyl)hexatrienyl)pyridinium dibromide) (Molecular Probes) at a final concentration of 4 μM in the culture medium was infiltrated into the chambers by perfusion loading for 5 min at a speed of 10 μL·min⁻¹. After 5 min, the chamber was perfused with culture medium for 5 min at the same speed and examined in the microscope. For filipin treatment, sequential loading of the chamber with 10 μg·mL⁻¹ filipin for 10 or 15 min was followed by loading with 4 μM FM4-64 for 5 min. Alternatively, both dyes were applied together.

Microscopy

Video microscopy was performed as described by Lichtscheidl and Foissner (1996). Briefly, the bright-field image from a Univar microscope (Reichert-Leica), equipped with a HBO 200 mercury arc lamp, ×40 plan apo oil immersion objective (numerical aperture of 1.0), and ×1.6 additional magnification was collected by a high-resolution video camera (Chalnicon C 1000; Hamamatsu), processed by a digital image processor (DVS 3000; Hamamatsu), and recorded on digital video tape (JVC). Adaptation of the gain and contrast of the camera and additional improvement of the image by the image processor allowed for the visualization of small structures and vesicles in the tip of root hairs. Images and video scenes were imported into a personal computer (Sony Vaio) and measured on the screen for root hair growth and organelle motility.

Fluorescence was observed either in the same objective in the Univar or in a routine microscope (Labophot, Nikon; BX51, Olympus) with common filter sets for UV and blue light excitation. The images were documented either on a Nikon Coolpix digital photo camera or with a low-light sensitive video camera (Photonic Science) and further improved by the digital image processor (DVS 3000; Hamamatsu). Confocal microscopy of filipin-sterol complexes was performed with a FV1000 confocal microscope (Olympus) equipped with an LD 405-nm diode laser and an emission filter of 415 to 470 nm. Samples were observed using ×63 oil immersion objectives. Observations of FM4-64 and GFP-tagged chimera protein distribution were performed with a confocal laser scanning microscope Leica SP2 (ICS Leica Microsystems) equipped with ×40 and ×63 oil immersion plan apo objectives.

Scanning cryoelectron microscopy observations were performed on Arabidopsis plants 2 d after germination. Seedlings grown on agar plates were placed on stubs and frozen immediately by plunging into nitrogen slush. Frozen samples were transferred under vacuum using a cryotransfer unit into the ALTO cryo-preparation chamber (ALTO 2500; Gatan). Inside the cryopreparation chamber, samples were freeze fractioned, etched, sputter coated, and transferred immediately to the field emission scanning electron microscopy stage (JEOL JSM6330F version 1.04). Samples were examined at an accelerating voltage of 3 kV at −90°C.

Analysis of Organelle Motility

Organelle motility and their trajectories of movement in the tip of growing root hairs were measured from the monitor screen using the frame-by-frame playback function of the digital video tape recorder (JVC). We used video sequences that monitored the velocity of organelles in the tip of young root hairs recorded in longitudinal view or recorded from the top view (upside down direction in root hairs growing close to the cover slip). The period of recording was 10 min from which we selected 2-s time slots for the measurement. The speed of recording was 25 frames per s. Particles moving in the focal plane within ~10 frames lasting at least 0.4 s were selected. Positions of selected organelles were marked in every frame of the video sequence directly on the monitor screen using transparency overlay. In some samples, several frames were superpositioned on each other using the function of summary maximal intensity projection of a Leica SP2 confocal laser scanning microscope to display the integrated picture. Preparation of single images from the video sequences for documentation was made using a computer and Pinnacle Studio 8.8 software (Pinnacle Systems).
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